HIKE AND SKETCH

More notes from Wren’s sketchbook:

Some things I saw today:

**Barred Owlets**

Hattie says barred owls sound like:

- Who cooks for you?
- Who cooks for you all?
- But... why doesn’t the keep making? No one even looks for us!

Failed to find their home.

Thanks for the water, tree!

Clucks for the chick, too!

If you find one, love me a good carpenter ant!

+ Nurse Log: horizontal
dead tree, a nurse for young trees and other wildlife.

**Dead Trees**

Life Support

In the corvidae family along with: crows, ravens, magpies, and jays.

**A Stand of Trees**

Taproot: a large main root. Smaller roots branch off of the taproot. This burdock has a tasty and edible taproot.

A collection of sticks is a bundle.

GLACIAL STRIATIONS

Marks made on rocks by passing glaciers.

Cairn: a rock pile that marks a trail, a sign, a boundary, or a memorial.

Girrus Clumps: three Sisters Garden, three together that thrive when planted.

**Notes**
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